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MY BROTHER'S MAZE
Some things were sure:
The night guard's scream when
Wet leaves reached out of the black
Across his face; or that, if the jungle
Suddenly opened up, whatever
Stood in its place, cattle
Bamboo villagers air, would be
Stamped with bullets and
Counted as enemy killed.
The country up that thin
Branch of the Mekong needed
Weeding out. But the bodies
Bumping past your boat seemed to
Know a stronger command. We know
Little , you wrote home, of our destination.
There was a pond, since drained
And filled, you and I lobbed rocks into.
I called the splash rings secret blasts.
Once, circling it, we found stray pups
Feeling for their mother's milk.
Her nipples kept peeking through, pointed
Against the rainy season's volley of wind.
Then you reached down. You said
It was best, and you carried the pups
To a stone wall and cracked their skulls.
Today you weave through the maze
Left by shattered fragments in your brain.
They say a soldier sees three things
When it hits: plum splotches,
Pink confetti, a hand closing in.
Sometimes sitting with you, I imagine again
The ponds, the smell of pine, paddies ripped by rain,
And your eyes trail off to the window,
Beyond that last line of clouds, rising
Against the sky, hiding whole battalions
Of geese who, like the words
You hold yourself still to remember,
Drift silently towards an unknown land.

—Chuck Scott
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CHECKMARK
BESIDE A POEM
When you turn
to this page,
and this check
stops you,
you'll read, say,
the third line
or seventh, and
see that dust or
those red steps
just as I. At
least, so
you'll believe.

—Jenny Arthur
GRANDMOTHER,
now I understand why you
worked with wild flowers
instead of words,
now, my own hands caked with warm, dark earth,
I too, know a wisdom beyond words.
Here in your small garden
I watch bees browse in a
tangle of honeysuckle,
their small bodies glistened golden with pollen.
When the wind blows,
I catch the green scent of new leaves
mingled with the gnarled purple whisper
of wisteria,
and when there is no wind,
I remember the scent of jasmine
that colored the stillness of summer nights here.
In these fragrant memories
I still hear the drone of June bugs
and remember the way
you tied their twig-thin legs with thread,
gave us the loose end,
then let them go like living kites,
their wings as iridescent as September sunsets.
Was I really there then, Grandmother?
I remember only a frail shadow leaning
against your ample thighs,
someone too afraid to hold the string alone.

—Terry Beltramo
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TWO PAINTINGS FROM THE ATTIC
The Madonna
A woman smiles, a man's nose
is too big.
Faces of cherubs
emerge from the clouds.
Two float at Mary's feet.
As I watch, a beautiful blue bee
lands on the wing of an angel.
A green lizard with yellow stripes
crawls along the edge of the painting.
It is a miracle.
They are here to see the child.
Aerial View of Silverdale
It is the darkness of the fifties.
Men pump gas into huge engines.
Boys' ball caps are red,
their brown gloves raised into the air
towards the painter.
Each house on the forked road
has a brick chimney;
the church has eight windows.
There is a neighborhood
of pines, cedars, and catalpas,
ready to bloom.

—Jeanne Perry

RETURN
Even minutes collapse as I watch
the thin strip of glare thrust
down the aisle of this bus to be snatched
back behind cottages I can't touch.
The light is powdery as it points
to dots of gulls waiting on patches
of sand, and to the one cottage
where a girl stares at the grey
prints of blinds on the restless sheets
and the noisy shadow as this bus
blinks by her window snatching
a time she won't touch.

—Lisa Kinberger
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-ELAINECAVANAUGH

NORTH OF VERACRUZ
There were two buildings there. Both were made of cinderblock, sprayed with stucco,
and roofed with red clay tiles. There had been some attempt at landscaping, but all that
remained now were the scrub cactus and the fresh bloomed wildflowers which came and
went with the spring rains.
As they drove up to the first pump and lurched to a stop, an Indian boy came out of one
of the buildings and ambled towards the two men in the truck. The first thing the boy
noticed was the deer antlers mounted on the grill. It was an old Chevrolet pickup with
running boards. The boy had seen many of them, ones that were even in worse condition
than this one was. He noticed that the truck pulled a flat bed trailer covered with a
tarpaulin which was tied down tightly with hemp rope.
"Fill it up, senor?" the boy asked Covington. "Si, gracias," Brown replied for Covington.
"Do you know where we can get a drink?" asked Brownin his broken Spanish. "Si, senor,"
the boy said as he pointed back to the building from which he had just come. There were
three men sitting on the porch of the building which bore the sign "Cervesa" painted in
red letters on the stucco which had now faded to such a light pink that you would hardly
notice it unless you were looking for it.
Brown looked at Covington who was struggling with his boots. He could see his
companion's pockmarked face contort with his straining. Brown was a head taller than
Covington but Covington was just as broad, which made him look like a circus strong man
with long thick hair falling to his shoulders. He had a large scar on the right side of his face
that cut from just above his cheek bone and just below his temple down at an angle to his
chin. This would have made him look mean except that he often had a quizzical
expression on his face consisting of an open mouth and a single eye wrinkled shut as if
squinting into the sun with the other eye popping out blue and bloodshot.
"Hurry up with those boots," Brown called impatiently, "I'm thirsty." "I'm coming,"
Covington scowled with the one eye shut and his mouth drooping open. "You know you
could have pulled the truck over while I was putting on my boots. But n000. I have to think
of everything. You know, if it weren't for me keeping the business running smoothly by
planning ahead, we'd be broke by now and in some Mexican jail." "Okay, okay,"
consoled Brown, "But right now I'd like to be in some Mexican bar planning our next
move, okay?" "Look, you go ahead inside and order me a beer while I park the truck in the
shade," Covington said.
The men on the porch looked as if they had been on the porch all day as they continued
their conversation and acknowledged Brown's presence with only a once-over stare and
went back to their talking after he passed through the door to the cantina. He felt a warm
breeze as he stepped inside; there was a square electric fan set on high propped up on the
ee long bar. There was a fat man sitting at one of the tables who must have been the
bartender because he got up and walked behind the bar when Brown sat down on one of
the stools. Brown ordered himself a beer, drank half the bottle in one long swallow and
poured the rest into a glass.
Seated at the other end of the bar from him was a small Mexican, who looked to be
about thirty-five, nursing a shot glass of tequila. The man smiled gregariously at Brown and
picked up his shot glass and a small dyed cotton bag and sat down next to Brown and
greeted him, asking if Brown was an American. He introduced himself as Ramirez and
asked Brown if he would be interested in investing in silver and turquoise. The only thing
Brown was interested in putting his money into right now was several more beers. It had
been a long day driving that truck. The shocks were not right without a full load and riding
in the truck really shook your insides out. But Brown was always interested in talking with
anyone who had an interesting story, even if it was a hard sell. He wouldn't mind buying
some of Ramirez's silver if Ramirez made a persistent effort to convince him. Besides, it
gave him a good opportunity to practice his Spanish. His Spanish usually improved after a
few beers anyway, he thought.
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"Cuanto, RAMirez?" Brown asked him, pointing to the turquoise and coral necklace
Ramirez had spread out on the bar. Ramirez's eyes widened as he glared at Brown. "No! It
is not RAMirez, it is RaMlrez!" "Lo siento, RaMlrez," Brown corrected himself. Brown
bought Ramirez a tequila which seemed the only thing to do. Ramirez calmed down and
continued his sales pitch. Brown ordered another beer for himself and asked Ramirez if
there were any women in the town. "No se, I do not know the women in this town, but I
would like to know the women in this town," Ramirez laughed and continued, "I was on
my way to Veracruz but my motorcycle broke down two days ago and today I have
decided to leave it."
Brown was just beginning to wonder about Covington when he heard some yelling
from the back of the bar where he supposed the kitchen was and he heard the fat man
yelling to the back from the table where he was sitting working figures in a book. The
noise from the back subsided for a few minutes, and then it gradually began to grow
again: from soft hissing whispers to loud hissing whispers and then no one in the back
bothered to whisper, and the yelling rose again and this time the angry appeals from the
fat man had no effect on whatever was going on in the back of the bar. The fat man left the
bar and there was more yelling, and then something crashed sounding like bottles and
crates, and then there was wailing. The fat man emerged from the kitchen and asked
Brown if he wanted another beer. So Brown ordered another beer for himself and a
tequila for Ramirez. They heard no more noise from the back and after a few minutes two
young Mexican girls in their teens, their faces stained with tears, trooped hesitantly into
the bar. Behind them pressed an old woman whose straight black hair was pulled back
tightly into a fat round bun. This woman, who was as plump as her bun, had Covington by
the ear and was urging him towards the door.
Brown just shook his head and asked Covington what had happened. Covington gave
him a bewildered stare, "I only asked the girls how they were and told them I thought they
looked good to me. They started giggling... I thought they liked me. Then this fat
mamacita came after me with a club and tore into me like a bat outa hell." At Covington's
comment of fat mamacita, the mamacita gave him a sharp kick in the seat and returned to
the kitchen muttering to herself and to the girls.
Covington sat down carefully on the stool next to Ramirez and called to the bartender
for a beer, "Una cervesa senor." "Covington," Brown said, "I'd like you to meet my buddy
RAMirez." "RaMlrez!" Ramirez shouted with belligerent dignity. His face was turning
red and he looked as if he might hit Brown, but Brown corrected himself again and turned
his attention back to ordering another round of drinks.
Ramirez was very proud of his name. He had no wife or children. He had some clothes, a
broken motorcycle, his bag of silver and turquoise, and his name. He may have little else
throughout this lifetime, he thought but his name was his charge and he would defend it
at all costs. But, at the moment he was enjoying the tequilas Brown was buying him.
He liked how it made him feel: strong, important, sensitive, a great lover. He thought of
the young girls in the back of the bar and what a shame it was that they had such a hardboiled mamacita. It would not be long, he thought, before those pretty girls would
become hard-boiled and fat. But, in the meantime...
"Hey, what's this stuff you got here man," Covington broke into Ramirez's dreaming.
"Show him your silver RAMirez," Brown gave Ramirez a slight nudge. Ramirez could not
hold back his fury anymore. Brown was taunting him, seeing how much he could get away
with. It is not enough to buy a man tequila. Ramirez's pride was not bought off that easily.
Did Brown think that Ramirez was a fool? All men understand the importance of a name
and Brown was insulting Ramirez far beyond what any man could endure.
Ramirez lunged at Brown and knocked him off the stool onto the floor. Although he
had seen Ramirez coil back, Ramirez had taken Brown by surprise; Brown just looked at
Ramirez's wild eyes and was stunned. Ramirez began to bite Brown's face and Brown was
no longer stunned. Brown was almost twice as big as Ramirez, but a mad dog has
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unbelievable strength and Ramirez was mad with tequila. Brown lifted Ramirez off of him
like a too playful puppy and threw him against the wall. But, Ramirez came back at him
more crazy than before. Finally Ramirez began to cry and Brown began to laugh and then
Ramirez began to laugh too and Covington ordered another beer and bought Ramirez's
necklace and then it was time to leave.
Covington and Brown said goodbye to Ramirez and walked out to the truck. Ramirez
just sat at the bar nursing his tequila. As they were pulling out Brown saw Ramirez
watching them from the door of the cantina with the other men. He signaled to Ramirez
and Ramirez went back into the bar, emerging again with his small dyed cotten sack, a
poncho on his back, and a straw cowboy hat on his head. Ramirez climbed into the back of
the truck.
"What the hell did you do that for?" Covington asked amazedly. "Oh, hell, he needed a
ride Covington, he's okay, just a little touchy about his name," Brown replied. Brown
could see Ramirez in the rear view mirror take something out of his sack. He then pulled a
knife out of his belt and began scoring the dark green skin of cucumber, peeling the skin
in strips as you would a banana. Brown watched him crush some red pepper with his
fingers and sprinkle it on the top. Ramirez repeated this sequence adding a little salt with
each bite until there was nothing left but the skin, which he threw off the side of the truck.
Then he emptied the rest of the contents of the bag onto the bed of the truck inside his
crossed legs. In that small bag he had forty or so packs of cigarettes, two more cucumbers,
several red peppers, a large chunk of salt, an extra shirt, a pair of socks, and the necklace
he had sold Covington in the bar.
They had spent too much time in the bar to get very far before nightfall and their drunk
was just beginning to wear off when Covington decided to pull off the road and find a
motel. Ramirez and Brown were asleep and did not wake up until Covington stopped the
truck in front of the motel. "Where are we, man?" Brown asked Covington, "We're too far
from Veracruz to drive tonight," Covington replied. "Well, let's find some women,"
Brown suggested. Ramirez didn't know much English but he got the gist of what Brown
was suggesting and Covington agreed it was a good idea too.
After showering they left the motel in search of an open cantina. The only place they
found open was an all night store in the office or the motel where they were staying. They
bought a case of Dos Equis beer and a bottle opener. The sun was just coming up by then.
The beers tasted good to them and the sun felt warm. Covington told the story of the girl
who was the reason he left town, while Brown and Ramirez sipped on their beers and
nodded knowingly at the appropriate times until they drifted off to sleep.
When Brown looked up again Covington had droned off to sleep and Ramirez was
gone. He jostled Covington and Covington just mumbled something about Nora and
rolled over onto his side. Brown shook Covington harder and whispered to him, "Hey
Coy, where's RAMirez? Man! I bet he's ripped us off!" "Cool it," Covington said, "Let's
check the room first."
The sunporch creaked as they pulled themselves to their feet and stepped to the door of
their room. It was awfully quiet in there, thought Brown, he's gotta be long gone by now.
Brown opened the door and there was Ramirez on his hands and knees scrubbing the
floor. The room was spotless. He had made the beds, swept the floor and was now
scrubbing it with the bath towel and the handsoap the maid had left.
When Ramirez saw them he jumped up and started hugging Brown and smiling. He
found his little sack and removed from it his wrinkled extra shirt. It was one of those mod
shirts with every color imaginable in the pattern and was at its best under a black light and
after smoking quite a bit of dope. He handed the shirt to Brown and stood there watching
Brown's face for a response, like a small boy awaiting a sign of approval. Covington's eye
twitched as he left the room in bored disgust.
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"No, Ramirez, I can't take your shirt," Brown said. "Thank you, gracias, muchas gracias,
you keep the shirt, gracias," Brown said as he shoved the shirt back into Ramirez's hands
and then walked outside.

Brown found Covington and the beers. He opened a beer and stretched out on the
grass in the morning sun. "Can you believe that Covington? The guy's a little wacko but
he's got a good heart, I just couldn't take his only shirt," Brown said. He was just about to
tell Covington how well he had handled the situation when he was interrupted by a loud
crash and Ramirez's screaming. Brown jumped up from his comfortable spot on the grass
and ran back to the room. There he found Ramirez cussing and screaming with an ax in his
hand taking a backswing on the pipes to the toilet. The mattresses were off the beds, the
sheets were torn, the wash water was splashed around the room and Ramirez was ready to
complete the destruction of the room with an ax to the plumbing. Brown grabbed him.
"Look Ramirez, I'll take the shirt, gracias. Lo siento, I'll take the shirt, gracias, lo siento."
Ramirez just looked at Brown. This was all too much craziness for Brown. He had never
met such a maniac as RAMirez—so unpredictable.
When they got back into the truck Brown sat in the back to keep an eye on Ramirez.
Ramirez had calmed down and they had slipped out of the motel without the proprietor
seeing them. Brown was sipping on the last beer from the case with his hat pulled over his
eyes to shade them from the sun. Ramirez was admiring the fine suede Stetson on Brown's
head. He took off his own hat of straw and examined it. With a pleased look on his face he
smiled and positioned the hat back on his head and pulled it down on his forehead just
enough to shade his eyes.
Covington was making good time travelling about seventy. The road was smooth and
flat until the truck hit something in the road. It must have been a dead animal, he thought.
The jolt was just enough to knock Brown's Stetson off his head and into the bed of the
truck. Ramirez tried to grab the hat but the wind caught it and sailed it off the truck. Brown
had always treasured that Stetson. It was his symbol. Brown pounded on the cab with his
fist for Covington to turn back to retrieve the hat. But Covington just shouted that he
could get another hat. To Covington, there were already too many hats in Texas. Brown
could get another hat and this Ramirez character had really worn him out. He was tired of
accomodating people. Ramirez looked at Brown. Brown said nothing. Ramirez looked at
Brown and then he looked up at the brim of, the straw hat on his head. He took it off and
sailed it into the rushing wind and they both watched it disappear in the road.

—Kitty Cofer Magness
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-HOOSHANG KAZEMI

A LETTER HOME TO IRAN
Mother,
Why must you weep
every time you hear the sounds
of Islam?
The muezzin climbs
a cool interior of curving
sandal smooth stone steps.
He throws back his bearded head
atop a minaret,
a tower stacked like spools
melting into spires.
He echoes out the call of prayer.
Men draped in cotton
face Mecca
folding their bodies
on tapestries,
touching their turban-crowned heads
to their rugs.
Do you mourn the sad call
to a silent Allah,
sad like the songs of bedouin bards,
retreating to caves for comfort?
I too mourn, Mother.
When I think of Iran, of home,
I see battlefields, and dream
of chadors framing large dark eyes, tears.
Persian music is cried, not sung
by women who've lost their men to war.
Leaders sit in rows
pounding their chests
with one hand
symbolizing the submissive sacrifice of war,
a rhythm of pain and pledge.
In a blue-domed mosque of mosaics
cries stop the air like fire
of gunshot.
Outside the cities, men's fall is final
to the grave.
Somewhere there is a call to pray.
It's been so long
since I've heard the voice
and the water washed clean no more.
The pictures on my wall
here in this foreign room
make you look faded, tired,
older than I remember.
Do you realize our distance
is farther than this letter can reach?
I can no longer face Mecca.
I can no longer face you.

—Laurie Perry
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A POEM FOR MY SISTER
It seems like
our doorways lead nowhere.
It seems like
the click of screws
in your back brace is no
louder than a doorclick.
Or our father's voice when
he would show both of us
a path through the woods
to the cold river
itself a kind of doorway leading
Everywhere. The rocks were gorged
just like your discarded favorite shirt
rubbed by the nail in your brace.
Together as children we
watched the street
reveal the ice cream man, I climbed
over the children and fought
against the traffic, I ran
looking back at you
craning through the door
afraid to step over the mat.
It seems like we should find
a crack in the door,
It seems like the metallic, icy brace
like the frozen river
would melt in the warm spring.

—Lori Fink

AUTUMN SYNOPSIS
He was an old man who sold
flowers every spring on Highway 139,
and I was the one who gave him a flower,
a bright orange shape with a green line.
I remember his smile
when he turned the paper around
and asked what it was,
patted my head
and gave me a rose "to study."
Today, I don't have a name
for the autumn tree in this picture
my sister drew
that could also be a flower.
The wrinkles in my shirt
vanish for a second as
she tugs at my side.
Among her bright leaves
I want to find a sign of myself
or of an old man with flowers.
How could my sister know
that I sit here writing
names like tree, dead and orange,
finding labels to compensate for losses
that time takes away in colors.

—Shalamar Sibley
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-MARK WILLIAMS

DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF THE SAME
What is already established:
the odor of chance that hangs like an old
blue sweatshirt on your shoulders;
what to do on the dance floor in ruined hose;
the brown nose
pressed against a Sears' store display.
What must be considered:
the general timidity of a wet day;
the sad sharpness of a child's
pocket knife.
What is left to see:
why there are slot machines
why invention has become
the mother of necessity;
why nurses prefer polyester;
why the world hurts in a place
tears don't spill.

—Kay Cornelius

UNTITLED
Early, you can hear the bats. And then
their exiled shadows that shuttle across
the mildewed walls. Outside, the twisted
branches of the oak grind in the wind.
The night-soaked lake is flat except
where a forgotten pine has thrust up
a limb. Strips of cloud begin to fade.
Sometimes the trees are too painful for you
to hear. You put your hands to your ears and
your hands can't cover them. The skin
of your hands is colder than the darkness.
When an owl calls, settling into the tall
trees you follow its voice past old voices.
You're there in the dark, empty houses
where your life has been lost for many years.

—Franci Schoner
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THE MOSQUITO BITE AND
OTHER STORIES
For Sarah

That mosquito that's been bothering
my daughter has finally found
the smooth of her arm.
The wildflowers she has picked
in the woods behind the house
have swelled our living room
with the sticky odor of honeysuckle.
She warns me with a face
she could have only learned from her mother,
not to touch the plants with leaves
in groups of three's.
In the evening after dinner
I lay her down to bed,
and tell her a story
about a girl, her own age perhaps,
who wandered into the woods
to look for flowers, and got lost.
And how her cries for help barely touched
the highest leaves of the ash trees,
until finally she stumbled
onto a patch of magic flowers
that helped her find her way back home.
The small lungs of my daughter swell.
I kiss her goodnight, but
she holds on,
and asks if I'd rub her mosquito bite.
I rub her smooth arm
watching her eyes shut and shut again
to an opening deep in the woods
where she is picking magic flowers
for her mother and me.

—David Breitkopf
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-GINNY MONTGOMERY

CALICO AND COCONUTS
Tiny yellow and red flowers in a field of dark green, and clusters of blue flowers and red
hearts filling a white background. My hand stroked the neatly folded yardage of calico on
the car seat beside me. I had no idea that my image of old-fashioned calico would be so
hard to find. I hoped she would like it. I could imagine her making quilts and bibbed
aprons and bonnets from it. As I drove upward through the thick fog I was excited at the
thought of her reaction to my gift.
The ominous grey clouds kept rolling toward me, swallowing the car. It was difficult to tell
if day had given way to night. Even after just two years away I had forgotten how bad it
could get, but my old silver Nova knew its way. It took the curves of the road leading up
the small mountain, a part of Walden's Ridge in the Southern Appalachians, as if
programmed with the memory of hairpin lefts and rights. After all, it was taking me home.
As I pulled into the dirt drive leading to my grandmother's house, I was amazed that it
hadn't changed at all. I think if I returned there two lifetimes from now the place would
still be unchanged. The wood smoke rising from the chimney mingled with the fog. The
ancient maple tree that covers the entire front yard looked naked and cold, but the old log
house wrapped in weathered silvered planks and tattered pieces of tar paper glowed with
a warm light.
I tucked the huge bundle of calico under my raincoat and ran to the porch. Through the
kitchen window I saw her, making coffee. I smiled. My grandmother doesn't just make
coffee, she boils coffee. It had been too long since I had sipped boiled coffee.
Framed through the window stood a short, round 85-year-old woman dressed in cotton
stockings and an old faded blue bibbed apron, her hair hidden under a familiar yellow
flowered head-rag. I was suddenly overwhelmed with love.
"Mama, can you open the door? I've got my hands full!" I banged loudly on the front
door, and finally she heard me.
"Who's there?", she asked.
"Mama, it's me, Amanda!" She named me Amanda after her Grandma Carey.
"Amanda, is that really you?" she asked as she opened the door. "Well come on in out
of the weather. It's rained all day and I can't get warm for anythin'. Pa used to sit in front of
the fire on days like this and say, 'It's cold and stormy weather, and I have no boots and
have no leather.' "
I stepped inside, squeezing the calico against my body under my coat. The anticipation
of how much she would love it made me smile. When I entered the room I was swept into
the past. The walls were lined with pictures of great-grandparents, great-greatgrandparents, and relatives so long gone that they no longer existed, even in memory,
outside of this place. The old wicker furniture was still in the corner, and the pump organ,
silent during my lifetime, served as a base for dozens of additional framed sepia ancestors.
My heart beat against the calico. I flung open my coat and allowed a waterfall of yellow
and red and blue flowers and red hearts to cascade from as high as I could reach, down to
the floor.
She sat down in her rocking chair close to the hearth, her fingers softly tapping the
smooth worn wood on the arm of the chair. She motioned me to come close, just as she
had a thousand times before when I was younger and less confused. Her eyes were cloudy
and distant.
"Amanda, let me tell you about Pa when he was a little boy — something I hadn't
thought of for years.
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"Pa had to go to work in a foundry when he was nine years old because his mother was a
widder woman with three boys, and they was no help for widder women back in them
days.
"Pa had worked in that foundry for two years and had never drawed a pay. Grandma
had to take it up in scrips in the company store. Scrips — that's when your payday goes on
the grocery bill.
"It was dark when he went to work in the mornin' and he had to carry a lit pine knot to
see by. He worked six days a week for twelve hours a day. Payday come just before
Christmas, and Pa wasn't expectin' anything. When he was leavin' the foundry he heard
the paymaster call his name. 'John, ain't you goin' to draw your pay?' Pa told him he didn't
have none comin'. The paymaster said why sure he did, that he had a dollar fifty comin' to
him. Pa always said that he thought the paymaster just felt sorry for him and give him that.
"Well, all Pa could think about was gettin' Grandma somethin' for Christmas. So he
went over to the company store to look around for somethin' special. Then he spied a
coconut and he asked the storekeeper what it was. 'Why that's a coconut, John. Ain't you
never had a coconut cake?' Pa was ashamed to tell him he hadn't. So Pa spent his first pay
in two years on that coconut.
"Pa was so excited he said he couldn't hardly sleep that night. He hid the coconut under
his bed and waited `til Christmas mornin' to give it to his mother. Well, Pa said he was
never so disappointed in his life as when he saw the look on Grandma's face when she saw
what he had got her. You see, Grandma just couldn't eat coconut. It made her sick. Poor
ol' Pa. He'd worked for two years and he got his mother somethin' she wasn't able to use."
Her story ended with the ringing of the telephone. Even though she was sitting beside it,
I watched her hand explore the table before finding the receiver — which she picked up
upside-down.
"Mama," I told her, "you have the receiver turned upside-down." She turned away
from the sound of my voice and replied softly, almost to herself, "Well I do, don't I." I
hadn't known until then. I suppose we sat there for half an hour, neither of us speaking,
just staring at the fire.
When it was time for me to leave I carefully folded the calico. She had squeezed my
hand and suggested that maybe I could sew something nice for myself. I said I would.

— Sharon Garner
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FOURTH OF JULY
AT THE RIVER INN
There are fireworks
over the Tennessee River.
You toss a cigarette
into the air and watch
the sparks land in my hair.
This is our relationship.
Barges drift towards
the Mississippi.
Lights sweep the bank.
Here we are again,
me eating catfish,
you eating a hamburger.
I have read in a book
the Ukranian people believe
friends are a matter of salt:
eat so much with someone
and you're friends for life.
This is our relationship.
When I watch your face
it's because I know
your eyes burn in the moonlight;
your voice wakes great fish,
gar and buffalo which leap
out of the dark water.
My grandfather had a voice like that,
slow as the current that carries
branches downstream.
Here in the mountains
it is possible to meet kin
and not recognize.
Sometimes I wonder if we are,
blood and salt, the two.
This is the reason I come back.
To see you, to see if this
is our relationship.

—Jeanne Perry
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THOUGHTS BEFORE A RECURRING DREAM
It's the only time I lose any sleep-I think about how my covers
don't fit--lying awake I keep
turning this same thought over and over--

I think about how my covers
touch and don't touch--and I lie
turning this same thought over and over
though the covers change every time I
touch and don't touch--and I lie
here and the clock ticks and ticks the same
though the covers change every time I
turn trying to think of his name
here-- and the clock ticks and ticks the same
until I can't hear it anymore and I again
turn trying to think of his name
but the names I give this man
don't fit--lying awake I keep-it's the only time I lose any sleep.

—Jenny Arthur

MIDNIGHT WEATHER
They dammed the river, something our most persistant dreams
Couldn't stop. Now the cave we camped in is covered by water,
And things seem less complicated: the moon's reflection gets flatter,
All appears blue or green, the wind calls to submerged trees' limbs.
The night you left, I crept past the frozen shrubs and roamed
The river's shore, where I curled up among the moss and later
Saw the space between the water and the sky grow wider
And the mist slipping in sleeves through the mountain's seams.
Walking back, I thought of the things that drape our lives,
Bared shoulders, the branches behind a willow's veils,
Spilling salt, the clothesline's dare to the weather.
At dusk, when the bats click and the hours come in droves,
I'll take these rocks we brought from the cave and build a wall
The weather won't cross. That dares the evening mist to edge closer.

—Chuck Scott
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FROM AN OCCUPIED VILLAGE, FRANCE, 1917
Good news at breakfast:
My mother dreamed
Of thawed tracks and
Trains from the north.
It is nearly April, but the cold
Pinches deep in the bones.
Parts of the floor, a table and benches
Are ash lumps in the fire, and
Mother is hiding the picture frames
That guard her mother's children. She says
Spring is coming and the time for weddings.
My father's boots crunch ice.
He says the ground's still hard as bricks
And throws the kitchen crucifix
Onto the hearth.
He knows my sister
Lies upstairs with another soldier.
That she listens to the same story
Of the spring campaign and certain death.
Father says living here
Is like axing away at frozen logs,
Then watching them drip and smolder in the fire.
But the thing about this occupied village
Is the calm
"the peace of the wedding kiss" (my mother)
"the silence of the sniper's bullet" (my sister's soldier)
How on a curfewed night
Even the smallest things,
Clothespins, coins falling, a train whistle,
The river miles away,
Stray into your dreams and scatter.
Like the release of women's whispers
When German soldiers, bundled in fours, are
Rolled out of the boxcars,
And heaved into a common grave.

—Chuck Scott
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REMINDING MY SISTER TO WRITE
When I tossed
and turned in the lower
bunk, you would tell me to think
of a story. I always wondered
why we could only think of things
to say at night. You said
it was your fault mother would sit up
late and read when she was pregnant.
Some nights I cried because
all my stories ended as dreams or
books I never finished.
When I write a poem
I promise myself
the last line
will be my first thought.
All your poems are about dreams
you write at dawn
in a notebook covered with cloth.

—Laurie Perry

OCTOBER'S CHILD
In Oclocona, feigning warmth,
He stands in chilled waders, free of the shore
Behind, and casts again,
Glares through bright
Dashes where the late day sun
Slicks the lake; waiting,
Like a fish asleep among barbed dreams.
Watching, I feel
His cold hand's uncertain
Grip as his line trembles and tightens
Like a thrill pulling a smile on our set faces,
And I feel the bent, tugging rod
Pulling away part of him
Through the evening glare,
As he pulls and reels a hope
Through soundless years;
As if a common blood from secret depths
Was waiting to be freed
And brought to surface in a late day sun
To drink the crisp, damp air of creation;
Like rising breath seems to escape the net
With the first trembling of new life.

—Stanley LaDuke
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UNDER MY BREATH TO MY UNDERWOOD
If I call my mother and complain
She says
The problem is I don't have any hardships.
She says mouths to feed and hardships'
Keep a woman busy.
If I tell her I'm depressed
She says, "You're just down. Take a pill."
If I tell her I think I'm pregnant
She says, "You say that every month."
If I call my friend and say I'm bored
She says "Take a class at the university."
If I ask my husband, he says
"NO! My jeans won't get ironed."
If I go to the post office to see
The cute blonde postmaster about receiving
the wrong mail, he says,
"Save yourself the trip down here-Just cross it out and put up the red flag."
So, I just keep on each day hoping
The male strippers are on Phil Donahue's show
Or eating fresh apple cake while reading about
The seven fat-reducing-wonder-vegetables,
But for real excitement-I either check on the roach traps in the basement or I
Sit down and talk to my typewriter.

—Trish Hyler

THE DUCKS DON'T COME ANYMORE
I sit on the dock watching as the water waves past me
crashing against the wall;
I watch as the sky darkens and the leaves of summer turn
and fall;
I see the grass curl and become brown and I watch as the wind
hurries a leaf to the ground;
I watch as boats go by heading to a destination known and
I sit, left behind.
Some day one will enter my time and stop;
I will become a passenger to that destination known and
treasure the knowledge that I am grown.
Today, though, I sit and I watch and I wonder
Why the ducks don't come anymore.

—Grant Dobson
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WHAT SHE DIDN'T KNOW
My father-in-law lives in the midst of rural Georgia, near Monticello. It is only thirty
miles from Atlanta but it takes over an hour to drive through the winding highway to his
house. The road curves around and over the hills and is bounded by fields of crops and
pastures of animals. The scenes that pass by my window are much the same, but
occasionally I see something new and curious, small spotted pigs running under grazing
cows or roosters, escaped, and strutting beside the road.
I like to look at the houses that pass by the window. Many of them are new, one barely
distinguishable from another. But every once in a while I see an old, white, wooden
farmhouse behind some old gnarled tree, two floors with hidden attic gable windows, a
wide plank porch around three sides of the house, and three chimneys.
Once when the road curved widely around a hill, I saw an old black lady in a faded
cotton dress sitting on her porch. The house was clapboard, aged and grey. The lady had a
wooden bowl on her lap and she was snapping beans. Behind her the roof had fallen in on
her house. I wondered how she could just sit, snapping beans, while her roof was falling
in. But then what could she do? She was alone. There are many houses like this on the way
to Monticello.
Once in Mississippi, on Highway 59 to New Orleans, I saw a house much the same as the
one the old lady sat in, unpainted and leaning with a sagging, splitting roof. The yard lay
bare, grassless and treeless, but there was a big, shiny car parked diagonally in the fine dirt
of the front yard. A bunch of dusty, barefoot children ran and screamed beside it. I
remembered this as I saw the old lady and thought that that house, at least, had children.

Suella sat on the porch and watched the dusty, bug-splattered cars drive past the house
on Highway 59. Most of the cars had the windows rolled up with the air conditioners on,
and blurred, restless faces peered out. Occasionally Suella saw a car pass by full of clean,
cool children laughing and playing in the back seat. Suella watched these cars until they
were past the curve around Mr. Brooks' cotton field and out of her sight.
Suella sat under the spot where the porch sagged the most. The shadow was deepest
here and coolest. Here she could watch those people in the cars without them seeing her
and turning their sad, pitying stares on her. She watched them look at the leaning house
and the dirty children, at Daddy's shiny red car. She wasn't sure but sometimes she
thought she saw their eyes moisten. But Suella knew that a half a mile down the road past
Mr. Brooks' fields of cotton and his pasture of quarter horses they would have forgotten
all about the sad, dirty children.
When no cars came by Suella watched her brothers and sisters play. There were four of
them, two boys and two girls, all younger than Suella. Sometimes they called her to join
them but most of the time she just sat and watched. She was twelve years old and didn't
feel like playing dirty children's games in the hot summer sun.
Today was hotter than most and the children wanted to sit on the porch with Suella.
"Suella, please, it's hot out here."
"I don't care. Just go on out in the yard and leave me alone."
"But we're hot and thirsty. Can we go in?"
"No. You hear what Mama said. Daddy's sleeping and she don't want nobody to wake
him. Just go on out there and play."
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They turned dragging their feet through the dust. James, Jr. found a june bug and tied a
string to its leg. The children began fighting over who could hold the string while the
lovely iridescent beetle buzzed and snapped trying to get his leg free. Suella felt sorry for
that struggling bug. All those dirty little children just staring at it like those people in cars
stared at her. She hopped off the porch dirtying her carefully clean feet.
"Ya'll leave that bug alone, you're hurting it."
"Shut up Suella, you can't hurt a bug."
You can kill it, can't you? There ain't no sense in killing innocent creatures."
"Why are you getting so upset, Suella? It's just a bug."
Well, it's a pretty bug and there ain't many pretty things around here."
Suella's Mama came to the patched screen door.
"Suella, I thought I told you to keep those kids quiet. You know what will happen if your
Daddy wakes up."
"Mama, she won't let us sit with her on the porch. We're hot and thirsty."
"Let them sit with you girl, this porch ain't your throne. And get them something to
drink."
Suella got a tin pitcher from the house and filled it with water. She felt a little bit of
satisfaction in knowing that the bug got away. The children shared the same cup. Harold,
the youngest, drank last.
"Suella, why did you say there ain't much that's pretty around here? Daddy's car is
pretty."
"That car ain't pretty."
"Why do you say that? I don't know nobody else with a car that fine."
"A fine car don't mean nothing."
Suella remembered when Daddy brought that car home. It was a few months after
Grandpa died. Grandpa had left Mama and her sister, Daleene, some money from an
insurance policy. Mama said that Grandpa had gone without tobacco and gasoline just so
he could leave his girls something.
Mama had such dreams about that money and she told the children about them—new
paint, new roof, new shoes for all the kids at one time, and for herself a new dress, one not
worn before by nobody.
Mama was going to put the money in the bank but Daddy told her not to.
"You don't want to put that money in no bank. Those rich folks will keep it and you'll
never see it again."
"That's not true. I'll just tell them who I am and they'll give it to me when I want it."
"You're not going to put that money in no bank. Cash that check and bring the money
home."
Aunt Daleene took Mama into town. She got the money and put it in her worn leather
wallet. Suella thought it strange that something that got so little use was so worn.
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Aunt Daleene didn't want Mama to take the money home.
"Honey, why don't you just leave it at the bank?"
"James said they wouldn't give it back to me if I did."
"That's a lie and you know it. When you take that money home you better hide it or
you'll never see it again."
Mama did that. She hid it in the hole in the living room wall, the hole that was covered by a
picture of Jesus Christ eating his last supper.
Daddy came home drunk that night.
"I know you got that money; where is it?"
"It's somewhere safe."
"What do you mean? You didn't leave it at that bank, did you?"
"No."
"Then where is it?"
"Why do you want to know?"
"I just do. It's none of your business anyhow."
"Yes it is. It's my money."
"You're my wife; what's yours is mine. Now give me that money."
Mama wouldn't give it to him so he beat her. He had beat her before and all the kids too,
but this time was different; he didn't stop. Suella tried to stop him but he only knocked her
down. Mama finally told him where the money was and Suella heard him leave.
All the kids were scared and crying like they were every time he beat her. Mama was
crying too and she wouldn't stop. She lay on the cracked linoleum in her bedroom. She
wouldn't talk to Suella.
"Mama, Mama are you hurt? Mama, talk to me. He's gone. He can't hurt you no more.
He's gone."
Suella needed help. The only other person in the world she could trust was Aunt Daleene.
"Mama, I'm going to go call Aunt Daleene. I'll be right back. You'll have to watch the
kids while I'm gone."
Suella ran down the dark highway to the phone at the diner down the road. She ran close
to the road and the passing cars glared their lights and honked their horns. Suella began to
fear that mama was dying and she began crying. What if Mama died? They would be left
alone with Daddy. Mama beat them sometimes too, but she loved them and told them her
dreams.
Suella called Aunt Daleene and she came and took Mama to the hospital. All the kids
went too cause Mama didn't want them to be there if Daddy came back. Mama's ribs were
cracked and her right eye was swollen to a slit. The doctors asked what had happened and
Mama told them she fell down the steps. Suella wanted them to ask more, but they didn't.
Aunt Daleene stayed that night.
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"Jessie, tomorrow I'm going to call the sheriff."
"No, Daleene, don't do that."
"Why not, Jessie? He beat you up and took your money."
"He's my husband."
"I don't know what he is, but he ain't no husband to you or father to these children."
"Well, what would you have me do? Where can we go? Mama and Daddy are dead. You
got kids enough of your own. How would I support these kids? He at least feeds us."
Aunt Daleene went home early the next morning.
Daddy was gone for three days before he drove that big red car into the yard and
honked its horn.
"Come on out here Jessie and see what I got."
He didn't even flinch at the sight of Mama's eye.
"It's not new but it's been well taken care of. Put on a clean dress and let's go for a ride."
Suella wanted Mama to say no but she didn't.
"Well, let me ge the kids washed up first."
"What do you mean? I didn't say nothing about no kids. Just put on a dress and some
make-up over that eye. It looks ugly as hell."
Mama never asked about her money and to this day none of the kids had ever ridden in
that car. They were not allowed to even touch it. One time Rhonda threw a rock at James
Jr. and hit Daddy's car. Daddy nearly beat her to death before Mama ran out and stopped
him.
Daddy was often gone for days. He would come home so drunk it would take him days
to wear it off. If the weather was cool he would drag a mattress out on the porch and sleep
there, right next to the highway for all the people to see.
He had been gone for five days this last time. When he came home it was too hot to lay
out on the porch so he slept in the bedroom with the squealing fan on his face.
Suella sat on the porch with her brothers and sisters and looked at that car. She thought
about how much she hated it and about how much she hated her Daddy for causing
Mama so much misery. She would like to hurt him like he hurt Mama and the kids. She was
too little to hurt him physically and she couldn't do anything to anybody he loved cause he
didn't love nobody. The only thing he loved was that car. After a while Suella got up to go
into the house.
"Where you going, Suella?"
"In the house. Just sit there and be quiet."
Suella opened the screen door and quietly slipped in. Mama saw her.
"Where you going, Suella?"
"Back to the bedroom, to get something."
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"Don't you wake your Daddy, now."
"Yes, ma'am."
Suella went into the bedroom where her Daddy snored. She tiptoed quietly to where his
pants lay on the floor. She tried his pockets until she found what she wanted and then she
went back outside.
She walked off the porch and started out into the yard. The kids followed her.
"What are you going to do, Suella?"
"None of your business. Go back and sit down."
"Why you got Daddy's keys? Does he know? I'm telling Mama."
Suella turned and raised her hand.
"Sit down and shut up before I hit you."
They sat down and watched with big eyes as Suella unlocked the car and got in. She pulled
the seat up so that she could reach the pedal. She put the key in the little slot and started
the car. She looked out at the highway. When she could see no cars past old Mrs. Wilson's
gate or past the curve that went around Mr. Brooks' cotton field she put the car in reverse
and pushed the accelerator. She thought about how much she hated this car and she
pushed harder.
A cloud of dust rose up and Suella shot across the highway and into a fence post. Suella
heard a sickening crunch and her underfed little body was thrown against the steering
wheel. Her whole body ached.
Suella heard Mama scream. Soon after, the door opened. Suella thought it was Mama,
but it was Daddy. He was still in his undershorts. He grabbed Suella by the arm and yanked
her out. She fell to the ground.
"Look what you did to my car. Why did you do it, girl?"
He kicked her and then Mama came.
"Leave that girl alone; can't you see she's hurt."
"I don't care. Look at this car."
"That car don't matter. Help me get this child to the house."
"No, I'm going to move this car. And you better hide that girl cause if I see her I might
kill her."
"You touch this child and I'll swear I'll do all the things I should of done long time ago."
"Shut up, woman." And Daddy hit her.
Mama took Suella to the house and put her in bed. Cars were backed up on the highway
now, and some men helped Daddy push the car across into the yard. Suella heard Daddy
come back into the house.
"James, where you going?"
"I'm leaving."
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"When will you be back?"
"I don't know. Maybe never. That girl tore up the only pretty thing I ever had."
Suella thought it sounded like he was crying. She hoped so.
"What about us? The kids will need food."
"Don't you know that I don't care?"
Suella heard Daddy leave. Mama came in and put cool cloths on her bruises.
"Mama, do you think he will come back?"
"I don't know, honey."
"What if he don't?"
"We'll manage, honey. We always have before."
Mama laughed.
"Why you laughing, Mama?"
"I was thinking of your Daddy, standing out there on that highway in his underwear,
crying over a car."
Suella just smiled. She had heard Mama laugh and had made the cars stop on Highway 59.

—Doris Holloway
TRACKING THE MOMENT DOWN
Here by this frozen stream
I find a fox squirrel,
dead, its eyes two frozen acorns.
Fresh snow has begun to cover its tracks
and mine. What mistake brought it here
and left it? The only sounds out this far
are the levelings of snow drifts.
Something emerges from the forest,
A bull moose. He stands heaving breath,
but doesn't see me yet.
He shakes snow from his broad antlers
and bends to taste the white earth.
I crouch waiting, not raising the gun
to my shoulders. When he sees me
he will stare longer than I would need,
then disappear back through that stand of oak.
The only things we don't share,
on this leveled field
are the tracks that brought us here.

—David Breitkopf
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SUDDEN PARADE
I still know those overgrown
fields blowing toward where
the dead return, isolated
in fly consumed carts no one
claims. No one who wants his mudpacked walls to be watched
or pocked by suspicious bullets;
no one who would claim a thrill
from the sound of gunshot.
But the daily news leaves out
the fields, forgetting how the
passage of one life prepares
for another, and now I can only
gather stark thoughts from the stress
you leave on each syllable:
Years ago, the day of your release
from military prison, your younger
brother brought you to the corner
a few blocks from your home where
he had been excited by a sudden parade
of bullets down the street. He still held
this excitement as he told you of the
pregnant woman who had fallen with
the rush of the massacre away from that corner.
Watching white flies gather
on a fruit tree outside, I
wonder if he now knows
the corruption he learned
in that ritual, the unconscious
familiarity with the crack of rocks
beneath the wheels of military trucks.

—Lisa Kinberger
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MORNING
I sit
and smoke and linger out desire.
-Alvin Feinman
A baby cries
above the locksmith shop.
The gallery doors open.
Nighthawks careen between buildings.
Their wings make a sound
like electric current.

—Jeanne Perry
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